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				Atari A to Z (Pete Davison) - 04/07/2022




	Miner 2049'er is a classic of the early "platforms and ladders" genre. I used to be terrified of the death animations when I was a kid. I still am a bit. Let's Play! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siIPT5tmocw







		Faith - 17/09/2018




	My old time favourite, even have it on iPad!








		Punkydudester - 15/12/2014




	I remember playing this game a lot but I can't remember whether I beat it or not. It was definitely one of my favorites. I am going to try and beat this now.







		Randy - 29/01/2011




	This game is hard as hell and I never cease to be frustrated by it, particularly since I have yet to get past the 3rd or 4th level.
However, it's a brilliant game and truly so much fun to play. Keeps me coming back for more. And it really was breathtaking at the time it came out. Had never seen anything like it for home consoles.
Great memories!







		Paul W. Westphal - 21/01/2009




	I remember spending my lawn-mowing money on the 2600 version. IT WAS UNPLAYABLE. Then I got it for the 800 xl, and WOO HOO! what a difference. I gave this a '9'. Great fun.







		Cody Wright - 19/01/2009




	Me and my brother when we were kids played this game and we always found a way to kill the miner in a funny way. Everytime we did, my brother would tickle me when we was dying. This was probably my all-time favorite Atari game as a kid!!!!! I give it a 9-10







		Scott Wozniak - 15/09/2008




	Man, this game was brutal. I think it took me a solid week to beat it. Sadistic level design, but always fun. Don't bother with the sequel, Bounty Bob Strikes Back. It's about 10 times tougher and nowhere near as fun, in my opinion. Miner 2049er is a classic platformer programmed with great quality.  9 out of 10 score from me.







		Cem Dipçin - 08/02/2008




	This is the game that I used to play all night long without any clause of fatigue but of course my mom's insistence on my sleep time. Cause I was just 8 years old.
Besides this is the only game that I could complete! Lots of fun, totally entertaining.







		Yungstar 06 - 09/01/2008




	one of only 2 games i played all night on the day of buying, the other being Donkey Kong. 
i normally bought my games on a Saturday morning and this game was so addictive i got home from shopping, plugged the cart in and was still playing it when the sun came up on the Sunday morning.

classic.







		Bill T - 15/10/2007




	Very fun, frustrating but beatable.  My sister loved to play also even though she could barely get anywhere.  I think I spent days trying to figure out how the elevators worked (had the cart and no manual.)  One of my earliest big "DUH" moments.  I beat it a couple times but it takes practice and a good joystick.  

I remember making up a song as a kid: "Radioactive Waste" for the giant pool of it in this game.  Later in life I realized I had unintentionally parodied "When Doves Cry".  Or maybe it was just a coincidence?







		thesayler - 25/01/2007




	I remember playing extensively in the 80's--I had gotten to the point where I could play a LONG time, and would arrive at a level (cannot remember now, but it was the 3rd or 4th time through all levels) where it was absolutely impossible to do the maneuver needed to continue.  I wrote the company but they never were able to give me any answer.  Anyone else encounter this?
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			Genre	Arcade - Platformer (Single Screen)	[image: ]	Year	1982
	Language	Machine Language	[image: ]	Publisher	Big Five Software
	Controls	Joystick, Keyboard	[image: ]	Developer	[n/a]
	Players	1, 2 (alt.), Demo	[image: ]	Country	[image: USA]
	Programmer(s)	Hogue, Bill
	[image: ]	License	Commercial
	Graphic Artist(s)	[n/a]
	[image: ]	Medium	[image: ] [image: ] [image: Cartridge] 
	Sound	[n/a]
	[image: ]	Rarity	[image: ] [image: ] [image: ] 
	Cover Artist(s)	Ross, Scott	[image: ]	Serial	-
	Dump	[image: download atari Miner 2049er]  Download	[image: ]		
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		Easter Eggs
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		Type digits 2137826861 (the company's phone number), press SHIFT and the level number you wish to play.
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